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1

FOREWORD

Competent and/or VTS authorities are encouraged to adopt this Guideline, in conjunction with
IALA Recommendation V-103 and associated model courses as the basis for mandatory
training in a manner consistent with their domestic legal framework.
The International Association of Marine Aids to Navigation and Lighthouse Authorities (IALA)
has been associated with Vessel Traffic Services since 1955 and recognises the importance of
human resources to the development of efficient Vessel Traffic Services worldwide.
Taking into account the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and
Watchkeeping of Seafarers, 1978, as amended in 1995 (STCW Convention) and the adoption
of Resolution 10, IALA adopted the revised Standards of Training and Certification of VTS
Personnel contained within Recommendation V103.

The model courses subsequently developed by IALA for VTS Personnel are:
Model Course V-103/1 - VTS Operators
Model Course V-103/2 - VTS Supervisor
Model Course V-103/3 - On-the-Job Training
Model Course V-103/4 – On the Job Training Instructor

These model courses are intended to provide Competent / VTS Authorities charged with the
provision of Vessel Traffic Services with specific guidance on the training of VTS TTIs
(Teachers, Trainers and/or Instructors). They may be used by maritime training organisations,
and assistance in implementing any course may be obtained through IALA at the following
address:

The Secretary General,
IALA/AISM,
10, rue des Gaudines
78100 Saint Germain en Laye
France
Tel: (+) 1 33 34 51 70 01
Fax: (+) 1 33 34 51 82 05
e-mail: contact@iala-aism.org
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1. PART A - OVERVIEW
1.1

Overview

IALA recommends that training providers utilise approved training courses as per IALA
Guideline 1014. This guideline is meant to complement IALA Model Courses V103/1 – VTS
Operator, V103/2 – Vessel Traffic Services Supervisor Training, V-103/3 - On-the-Job Training,
V-103/4 – On the Job Training Instructor and IALA Guideline 1027 – Simulation in VTS Training.
Wherever in this document a reference to one of the model courses is made this is meant as an
addition to the ‘Train the trainer’ guideline.
In order to set up an effective and efficient training system a Training Management System
(TMS), should be in place according to the requirements in IALA Recommendation V103,
including continuous professional training of teachers, instructors and assessors.
1.2

Purpose of the Guideline

The purpose of the guideline is to assist maritime training organizations and their teaching staff
in the preparation and introduction of new training courses for (future) Trainers, Teachers and/or
Instructors (further referred to as TTI’s), and in enhancing, updating or supplementing existing
training material where the quality and effectiveness of the training courses may thereby be
improved.
This document provides facilitators with guidance on the content, sequencing and material
required to train future TTI’s.
1.3

Target Group

This Guideline is designed for personnel of an accredited training organization assigned with
the task of training professionals of VTS within that organization. This Guideline is aimed at
facilitators who train teachers, trainers or instructors within the VTS organization. Staff training
VTS personnel will themselves perform on or above standard with regard to the topics they
teach.
Facilitators should ideally possess an appropriate academic qualification approved by the
competent authority. Staff already qualified in the field of teaching and learning, by means of a
training equivalent to IALA guidelines or beyond, should not have to undergo Train the Trainer
training.
The TTI participating in a course should receive a certificate upon satisfactory completion of the
module course.
1.4

Use of the Guideline

The Guideline comprises five modules, each of which deals with a specific subject representing
a task or role of the future TTI. Each module contains a subject framework stating its aims and
subject outline.
The Guideline aims at providing facilitators with different tools, such as methods and
procedures to develop/adjust (parts of) the training, adequate teaching methods, and methods
to evaluate the training, hereby assuring quality of training in the facility. The information in this
document has been drawn up by an international group of experts in the area of Training. The
experts are all IALA participants, striving for uniformity of this standard.
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2
2.1

PA
ART B – IMPLEMEN
NTATION OF THE GUIDELINE
G
E
Introduction

All training and asssessment off personnel seeking qu
ualification as
a a TTI shoould be:
w written
n programm
mes, including such m
methods and
d means off
1 strucctured in acccordance with
deliveryy, procedure
es and course materia
al as are ne
ecessary to achieve th e prescribe
ed standard
d
of comp
petence; and,
2 conducted, monitored and assessed
a
b
by persons qualified
q
in accordance
a
e with the TMS.
g staff shou
uld review th
he course o
outline and detailed
d
syllabus in eaach subject. The actuall
Training
level off knowledge
e, skills and
d prior tech
hnical educ
cation of the TTIs in tthe subject concerned
d
should be kept in mind
m
during
g this review
w. A gap analysis may
y reveal anyy difference
es between
n
the com
mpetencies of
o the TTIs and those d
described in
n a detailed training syyllabus.
To com
mpensate for such diffe
erences, faccilitators are
e expected to adjust thhe course accordingly.
a
.
This means to modify
m
the course,
c
or reduce the emphasis on, item
ms dealing with those
e
compete
encies alre
eady attain
ned by the
e TTIs. Th
he gap-ana
alysis provvides insigh
ht into the
e
compete
encies whicch have not already be
een acquired
d, and may need extraa attention.
R
REQUIRED
COM
MPETENCE

2.2

Gap analy
ysis

PER
RSONAL
COMPE
ETENCIES

Lesson Plans
P

s
andd the references to the
e
Facilitattors should draw up lesson plans based on a detailed syllabus
textbooks and tea
aching mate
erial sugge
ested for the course. Where
W
no adjustmentt has been
n
found n
necessary in
n the subjects of a dettailed syllab
bus, the les
sson plans may simply
y consist off
the topiccs indicated
d in the deta
ailed syllabu
us with keyw
words, time
eframes andd required materials.
m
Each co
ompetence should be defined in terms of th
he learning objectivess, required knowledge,,
skills an
nd attitude. The recom
mmended co
ompetence for each subject
s
is inndicated in the subjectt
outline o
of each mod
dule.
2.3

Subject Outline
O

bject outline
e of each module
m
also
o includes a total reco
ommended number off hours thatt
The sub
should be allocate
ed to each module.
m
Ho
owever, it should
s
be appreciated that these allocationss
g
s. Training organizatio
ons should therefore re
review careffully lesson
n
depend upon the gap-analysi
plan de
esign and consider
c
the
e need to reallocate the time re
equired to aachieve ea
ach specificc
learning
g objective.
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3
3.1

PA
ART C – GUIDELIN
G
ES FOR F
FACILITAT
TORS
Introduction

This Gu
uideline is designed
d
forr adult TTIss. Througho
out the yearrs it has beeen recognis
sed that the
e
strategyy used by adult TTIs diiffers from tthe strategy
y used by yo
ounger studdents. In ord
der to have
e
the maxximum effecct of training
g it is crucia
al to use the
e appropriate learning m
methods.
3.2

Modular Presentatio
P
on

odular presentation en
nables facil itators to modify
m
the course conntent and provide
p
anyy
The mo
revision
ns of the ob
bjectives as required. F
Facilitators should
s
draw
w up lessonn plans based on each
h
detailed
d syllabus and
a the refe
erences in tthem to tex
xtbooks and
d teaching m
material sug
ggested forr
the course.
bject outline
e of each module
m
also
o includes a recommen
nded assesssment of th
he time thatt
The sub
should be allocate
ed to each subject.
s
Ho
owever, it should
s
be appreciated that these allocationss
depend on the en
ntry level of
o the TTIss. Facilitato
ors should therefore rreview care
efully these
e
assessm
ments durin
ng course an
nd lesson p
plan design and consider the needd to realloca
ate the time
e
required
d to achieve
e each spec
cific learning
g objective.
A detailed teaching
g syllabus of
o each mod
dule should
d be written in learningg-objective format.
f
The
e
objectivve determin
nes what the TTI m
must do to
o demonstrrate that kknowledge has been
n
transferrred. All obje
ectives are understood
d to be prefiixed by the words:
´the exp
pected learn
ning outcom
me is that th
he TTI has acquired
a
the
e recommennded levels
s of
compete
ence in con
nducting traiining´
In preparing a tea
aching sche
eme and le
esson plans
s, facilitators are freee to use an
ny teaching
g
method or combination of me
ethods thatt will ensure
e that TTIs can meet the stated objectives..
Howeve
er, it is esse
ential that TT
TIs attain a ll objectives
s set out in each syllabbus.
3.3

Assessment

uous asse
essment of
o TTIs should be
e
Continu
underta
aken. In many cases th
he assessm
ment can be
e
based o
on the TTI’’s competence, demon
nstrated via
a
assignm
ments. Thesse assessm
ments are rrequired fo
or
the purp
pose of certtification.
Followin
ng Bloom’s taxonomy on learning
g strategies
s,
6 levelss of cognitivve learning can
c be distiinguished, 5
levels of affectivve learning and 5 levels of
o
psychom
motor learn
ning. When
n these are
e applied to
o
the proffession of VTSO,
V
the following
f
le
evels can be
e
distingu
uished: 1) Remember 2) Unde
erstand 3)
3
Apply 4) Analysse/Synthesise 5) Evvaluate 6)
6
Create.1

Append
dix C contains the verb
bs attached to this taxo
onomy. The
ese verbs sttructure the
e exam and
d
assessm
ments and give
g
weight to question
ns/assignme
ents/exercis
ses, etc.

1

It is reccognised tha
at alternative versions of B
Bloom’s taxo
onomy exist in
i the IALA V
V103 Model Courses.
However, in this Guid
deline it is co
onsidered mo
ore appropria
ate to use this newest veersion.
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3.4

Implementation

For any course to run smoothly and effectively, considerable attention must be paid to the
availability and use of:
•

qualified facilitators

•

support staff

•

facilities

•

equipment

•

textbooks, technical papers

•

computers, internet connections

•

audio/video material

•

other reference material.

Thorough preparation is key to successful implementation of a course.
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4

PART D – COURSE MODULES

A complete course would comprise of a number of modules, each of which deals with a specific
subject representing a requirement or function of a TTI.
Competence Area

Aims and Objectives

Recommended
Hours per Module
Lecture Exercise

Training development

1)

Make a gap analysis

2)

Translate training needs into
teaching goals.

3)

Describe learning objectives

4)

Describe and use the SMART
acronym

5)

Sequence the training elements
logically

6)

Draw up a lesson plan

7)

Link objectives to parts of the
syllabus

8)

Identify teaching aids and
reference material

9)

Make a time schedule

10) Evaluate and adjust the training

Page 9 of 26
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Competence Area

Aims and Objectives

Recommended
Hours per Module
Lecture Exercise

Instructional Techniques
Teaching Methods

1)

Describe and apply a variety of
teaching methods.

2)

Explain the advantages and
disadvantages of each method

3)

Link teaching methods to
learning objectives

4)

Choose a student centred
approach.

5)

Prepare a lesson

6)

Tailor instruction to student’s
needs

7)

Know how to operate
equipment

8)

Familiarise with the exercises
and the scenarios that will be
used

9)

Show an understanding of the
influence of the TTI’s teaching
style on the learning process

Classroom Instruction
Simulator Instruction

10) Establishe a safe classroom
atmosphere
11) Manage disruptive behaviours
12) Identify and manage barriers to
learning

Page 10 of 26
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Competence Area

Aims and Objectives

Recommended
Hours per Module
Lecture Exercise

Communications
- Briefing

1) Conduct a thorough and clear
briefing of an exercise.

-

Debriefing, see
Appendix A.

2) Conduct a debriefing according
to IALA Guideline 1027 and
principles in Appendix A.

-

Feedback, see
Appendix E.

3) Communicate assessment
decision effectively
4) Give constructive feedback
according to the principles of
feedback in Appendix E.
5) Apply various questioning
techniques.
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Competence Area

Aims and Objectives

Recommended
Hours per Module
Lecture Exercise

Assessment
Assessing
Performance,
-

Assessment
Issues,

1)

Know different methods for
assessing performance.

2)

Explain the importance of
objectivity while assessing
performance.

3)

Distinguish observations from
interpretations.

4)

Make an assessment exercise
or exam.

5)

Develop an appraisal form for
the assessment of
performance.

6)

Describe some basic
considerations about
performance scales and
determine success criteria.

7)

Describe the terms reliability
and validity.

8)

Know how to achieve
consistency between assessors

9)

Make a connection between
the feedback provided and the
learning goals.
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Com
mpetence Area
A

Aims
s and Objec
ctives

Recom
mmended
Hours p
per Module
e
Lecturee Exercise

Training Managem
ment
System
m
-

Quality Con
ntrol

-

Evaluationss

1)
1 Maintain records of students’
performa
ance (conforming to IALA
Guideline
e 1014 Acc
creditation and
Approvall Process fo
or VTS
Training)).

2

3

2)
2 Share infformation with
w
authorise
ed personne
el.
3)
3 Prepare information
n detailing th
he
roles and
d responsib
bilities of the
e
TTIs.
4)
4 Describe
e the effect of privacy
legislatio
on on the sh
haring of
informatiion.
5)
5 Evaluate
e the course
e.
6)
6 Is able to
o make the distinction
between content validity and
criterium
m validity.
7)
7 Understa
and and imp
plement the
e
TMS dettermined by
y their
organiza
ation (conforrming to IAL
LA
Guideline
e 1014).
8)
8 Maintain course ma
aterials and
records ffollowing a systematic
approach
h.

4.1
4.1.1

Course Developmen
D
nt

Pe
erformance
e

Introducttion

hould be skilled in the developme
ent
TTIs sh
of training curricu
ula. Althoug
gh a trainin
ng
program
mme may be
b present and
a availab
ble
Nu
urture
to the training stafff, from time
e to time th
he
training
programme
will
w
requiire
modifica
ations. It iss almost im
mpossible to
adjust o
or develop a training programme
p
e if
there iss no basis in terms of a jo
obdescripttion or co
ompetence profile. Th
he
Na
ature
job-desccription or competenc
ce profile w
will
have to
o be transla
ated into learning goa ls.
Making changes to
o a training
g programm
me
without referring to
o learning goals will never be an
a improvem
ment and m
must be discouraged..
Compettencies are the way tha
at people in
n general de
eal with worrk and otheer people. They are the
e
combina
ation of perrsonality, inttelligence a
and innate skills
s
togethe
er with acquuired knowledge, skillss
and attittude, maste
ered during one’s lifetim
me.
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Besides a competence profile facilitators will want to know what the entry-level of his TTI is. This
can be determined by a gap analysis, or an entry test, or by reviewing and discussing prior
experience of the TTIs. This will give facilitators essential information regarding the sequencing
of topics and the amount of time allocated to each topic.
It is important to set up a time table in order to develop course material, exercises and/or
simulator training. TTIs should ensure that sufficient time is taken in order to ascertain that
resources (such as simulator time) are available. Exercises should be tested and validated
before they are adopted into any training programme.
A vital element in this preparation is the development of a lesson plan. The use of a lesson plan
not only gives the course a sound foundation but also raises the TTI’s awareness regarding the
course content, aims and objectives/goals, teaching methods, structure and timing, course
materials and facilities.
A thorough evaluation of a course is only possible if the goals of this course are described prior
to its execution according to the SMART acronym. SMART stands for:
S = Specific
M = Measurable
A = Achievable
R = Realistic
T = Time scaled
4.1.2

Content

While there are many formats for a lesson plan to choose from, a lesson plan should at least
contain the following elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Title of the lesson.
List of objectives, which may be knowledge (what the TTI knows at lesson completion)
and/or skills (what the TTI can do at lesson completion).
The different components/elements the course contains.
The sequence of components.
The teaching methods to be used for each particular component, for example instruction,
videos and exercises.
List of required training materials and facilities.
Time required to complete the lesson plan.
How the course will be evaluated.
How the TTI will analyse the effectiveness of the training.
An evaluation report, suggesting changes in the lesson plan, course material, facilities, etc.

A template for a lesson plan can be found in Appendix A
4.2
4.2.1

Instructional Techniques
Introduction

There are many teaching methods available to enhance adult learning. A sound balance of
teaching methods greatly improves the level of activity of the students, their involvement in
course-activities and thereby the learning process. It is of the utmost importance that the TTI is
familiar with a variety of teaching methods and consciously applies them where appropriate. A
well designed course will typically contain different teaching methods.
The active involvement of TTIs in a course has proven to increase the ability to learn, to retrieve
and apply the learned knowledge and skills to a large extent. Furthermore when TTIs are aware
of what the goals of the training are and what is expected of them by the end of the training
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programme, they maintain their focus, apply their own learning strategies and therefore improve
the end result.
Training should always be learner-centered and not TTI-centered.
4.2.2

Content

The TTI will learn about the different teaching methods and how to include these in their lesson
plans. The outcome should be a balanced teaching plan which contains a number of different
teaching methods encouraging the involvement of the TTI. A number of teaching methods are
shown in Appendix B.
4.3

Communication

TTIs should have extensive knowledge about briefing and debriefing the student. In order to
enhance learning, every activity should be as learner-centred as possible. Good communication
skills form the foundation for all learning activities.
4.3.1

Introduction

A TTI should possess excellent communication skills. Communication however, is not a skill that
people possess by nature. The skill must be learned, maintained and developed. This provides
the TTI with the tools required to conduct a good briefing and debriefing.
The learning process starts during the briefing, but both briefing and debriefing are critical parts
of the learning process. Briefing and debriefing, although instructor-lead, are recommended to
be TTI centred.
Therefore, good social skills amongst which sensitivity and interpersonal skills combined with
excellent communication skills and an understanding of diversity (including cultural differences)
are required. A TTI should be assessed regarding the possession of these skills prior to their
appointment.
4.3.2

Content

The TTI should learn how to conduct a successful briefing and debriefing. They should learn
which elements should be included in the briefing and practice giving the briefing to a TTI,
acting as a trainee.
It is advised to teach how to conduct a debriefing and practice the technique in Appendix B. By
doing so the debriefing technique shall contribute to the learning process.
The principles for giving feedback are essential to the role of the TTI. They should practice this
skill after having acquired knowledge of the principles.
4.4

Assessing Performance

During this module the TTI will gain full understanding of the importance and methodological
constraints of assessing performance.
4.4.1

Introduction

While assessing performance, methodological and statistical considerations should be made.
Assessing performance is more complex than creating questions or giving someone an
exercise. Methodologically the assessment should meet the learning objectives and be a
reliable and valid instrument. It is important for TTIs to understand some of the constraints that
may arise during assessment.
Assessments may be conducted by several means, for example multiple-choice tests, open
questions, case studies, interviews or simulation exercises. TTIs should be able to determine
what is an appropriate appraisal system, in order to make a reliable and valid assessment.
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4.4.2

Content

TTIs learn about the complexity of developing a good assessment. They will be able to link the
assessment to learning objectives, develop the assessment, choose an appropriate scale and
compare the outcome to specified criteria. Finally they evaluate the effectiveness (validity) of
their assessment and maintain or improve reliability of tests/exams.
4.5
4.5.1

Training Management System
Introduction

While preparing, training, assessing or modifying the course, facilitators should keep a track
record of actions taken. They should also keep personal records about the TTIs and their
learning progress. It is recommended that the training organization implements a TMS.
4.5.2

Content

TTIs should use the TMS of the training organization they represent. They should understand
applicable regulations regarding confidentiality and accessibility to training information. TTIs
should be familiar with the process of revising course material in accordance with the TMS.
The training organization should ensure that the TTIs use peer review and/or supervision. This
may lead to an increase of the reliability of training and assessment.
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APPENDIX A

LESSON PLAN

Lesson name & ID
Target Group

Learning objectives

Activity/teaching method

Material

1

2

3

4
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5

6

Assessment

Evaluation

Modifications

Signature

Date
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APPENDIX B

TEACHING METHODS

The following is a list of possible teaching methods that can be used in training.
Passive
Teaching
Reading reference material
Watching video
Listening to audio material
Making exercise questions
Observation
Exchange experience
Semi-active
Guided discussion
Case study
Asking questions
Pair work
Group exercise
Essay
Active
Excursion
Role play
Presentation
Making puzzles
Simulation exercise
Quiz
Game
Fieldwork
Making questions
Teaching by student
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APPEN
NDIX C

DEFINITION OF VERBS

Level 1
1: A basic knowledge of the sub
bject. It is the
t
ability to
t remembeer essentia
al points, to
o
memorise data and
d retrieve it..
Verb
Define
List
Name
Recogn
nise
State

Definition
D
State what it is and wha
at its limits
arre; state the
e definition
Say one afte
er the other
Give name of
G
o objects orr
prrocedures
To know wha
at it is beca use you've
een it before
se
Say or write in a formal or definite
w
way

Examplle
Define information service.
List the main structtural compo
onents of
a vessel.
Name th
he key natioonal and
internatiional maritim
me organisa
ations.
Recognise a develooping traffic
c
n.
situation
State the navigationnal hazards
s to
vessels.

Level 2
2: The ability to underrstand and to discuss
s the subject matter inntelligently in order to
o
represe
ent and act upon
u
certain
n objects an
nd events.
Verb
Charactterise
Conside
er
Demonsstrate

Describ
be
Differen
ntiate
Explain

Take acccount
of

D
Definition
To
o describe the
t quality o
or features
in
n something
g
To
o think care
efully about it
Describe and
D
d explain; lo
ogically or
m
mathematica
ally proves tthe truth of
a statement
Say what it is
s like or wha
at
ha
appened
Show the diffferences be
etween
th
hings
G
Give
details about
a
some
ething or
de
escribe so that
t
it can b
be
un
nderstood
Ta
ake into con
nsideration before
de
eciding

Example
Characterise the m ain features
s of AIS.
Conside
er the use off a message
marker (e.g.
(
‘warninng’).
Demons
strate the beenefits and use of a
CPA-too
ol.
Describe
e the main ffeatures of your
VTS-are
ea.
Differenttiate betweeen differentt types of
vessels.
Explain the purposee and function of a
RADAR.
Take account of thee limitations
s of a
RADAR.

Level 3
3: A thorough knowled
dge of the subject and the ability to apply it with acc
curacy. The
e
ability to
o make use
e of knowled
dge to deve
elop plans and activate them.
Verb
Act

Definition
D
C
Carry
out, ex
xecute

Apply

Use something in a situ ation or
U
acctivity
To understan
nd a situatio
on and
kn
now what is
s involved in
na
prroblem-solv
ving situatio
on, to state a
pllan without applying it
H
Help
somebo
ody to do a job by
do
oing part off it

Appreciiate

Assist

Examplle
Take ac
ction to avoiid a dangerous
traffic situation.
Apply sttandard opeerating proc
cedures.
Appreciate the limittations of different
vessel ty
ypes.

Assist in
n the on-boaard decision
n
making process.
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Verb
Calculate

Check
Choose
e
Collect

Definition
D
To discover from
f
inform
mation you
allready have
e by arithme
etic; to think
k
ab
bout a poss
sible cause of action in
orrder to form
m an opinion
n or decide
w
what
to do
M
Make
sure th
he informati on is
co
orrect (satis
sfactory)
Select out off number, de
ecide to do
on
ne thing ratther than an
nother
A
Assemble,
accumulate, bring or
co
ome together

Decode
e

Turn into ord
dinary writin g, decipherr

Estimatte

Inform

Form an app
proximate ju
udgement of
a number, fo
orm an opiniion
Perform actio
on
C
Copy
out, ma
ake extractss from, find,
de
educe
Establish the
e identity or
re
ecognise/dis
stinguish
Pass on information

Initiate
Issue

Begin, set go
oing, origina
ate
Send forth, publish
p

Maintain
n

C
Carry
on, kee
ep up, refre
esh

Monitorr
Obtain

Keep under observation
K
o
n
A
Acquire
easily, without rresearch

Operate
e

C
Conduct
worrk on equipm
ment

Perform
m

Carry into efffect, go thro
C
ough,
exxecute
A
Arrange
in, provide
p
with
h, replace by
y
...
M
Make
answe
er, perform a
answering
orr correspon
nding action
n
H
Hand
over, pass
p
on

Execute
e
Extract
Identify

Relay
Respon
nd
Transfe
er
Update
Use

Refresh, mak
R
ke up-to-da
ate
Employ for a purpose, h
handle as
in
nstrument, put
p into ope
eration

Examplle
Calculatte under keeel clearance.

Check availability
a
oof allied serv
vices
(e.g. tug
gs or pilots) .
Choose appropriatee lock sequ
uencing.
Collect examples
e
oof different error
e
types, th
heir causess and consequences
in a VTS
S.
Decode and interprret the content of
weatherr charts.
Estimate
e distance aand directio
on
between
n two pointss.
Execute
e a VTS sailling plan.
Extract pertinent daata from relevant
sources to calculatee ETA.
Identify the potentiaal traffic con
nflicts
Inform supervisor
s
oof an emerg
gency
situation
n.
Initiate search
s
and rescue ope
erations.
Issue ne
ew standardd operating
procedu
ures.
Maintain
n a good sittuational
awarene
ess.
Monitor the traffic im
mage.
Obtain information during a ha
andover
process.
Operate
e the variouss items of
equipme
ent in the V
VTS centre.
Perform
m communiccation accorrding to
standard
d operating procedures
s.
Relay a distress meessage.
Respond to distresss and urgen
ncy
messages and signnals.
Transfer informatioon to an adja
acent
VTS.
Update the operatioonal proced
dures.
Use SM
MCP.

Level 4
4: Ability to establish a line of acction within
n a unit of known appplications fo
ollowing the
e
correct chronologyy and the ad
dequate me
ethods to re
esolve a pro
oblem situaation. This in
nvolves the
e
integrattion of know
wn applicatio
ons in a mo
ore unfamilia
ar situation.
Verb
Allocate
e
Analyse
e
Assign

Definition
D
A
Assign,
devo
ote
Examine min
nutely the co
onstitution
off
A
Allot
as a sha
are, make o
over

Example
Allocate
e a new lockk sequence.
Analyse
e and considder the information
provided
d by the raddar equipme
ent.
Assign an
a alternativve berth.
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Verb
Coordin
nate
Delegatte
Ensure

Definition
D
Bring part intto proper re
elation
C
Commit
auth
hority to som
mebody
n
M
Make
safe, make
m
certain

Integratte

Combine into
C
o a whole, ccomplete by
y
ad
ddition of pa
arts
H
Handle,
cond
duct

Manage
e
Organisse
Predict

Give orderly structure to
G
o, frame and
d
pu
ut into work
king order
Forecast

Provide
e

Supply, furnish

Example
Coordinate berthingg resources
s.
Delegate a task to a guard ves
ssel.
Ensure the agreed course of action
a
is
carried out.
o
Integrate current coonditions into the
manage
ement of traaffic.
Manage
e traffic for ddeep water routes
in the VT
TS area.
Organise priority off vessel movement
in a narrrow channeel.
Predict future
f
posittions of vess
sels in
the wate
erways.
Provide informationn on require
ement
for new VTS equipm
ment.

Level 5
5: Ability to evaluate
e
de
ecisions in o
order to re-e
establish ne
ew procedu res or chan
nges in taskk
design and/or the manpower in the orga
anisation. Itt is the abillity to manaage errors and modifyy
working
g procedures.
Verb
Balance
e
Evaluatte
Recomm
mend
Select
Appraisse
Decide

Definition
D
W
Weigh
(a que
estion, two arguments,,
ettc., against each otherr)
A
Ascertain
am
mount of, refflect on or
re
eview
To advise ba
ased on an evaluation
orr research
Pick out as best
b
or mostt suitable
Evaluate an individual’ss
pe
erformance
e
D
Determine
a course of a
action

Examplle
Balance
e demands ffrom differe
ent
stakeholders.
Evaluate
e decisionss taken by a VTSO
in an ad
d-hoc situatiion.
Recomm
mend to thee management a
change in operationnal procedu
ures.
Select scenarios
s
foor refresher training
Conduct an appraissal interview
w
Decide on a chang e to a VTS sailing
plan.

Level 6
6: Ability to
o create so
omething ne
ew, to des
sign e.g. co
ourse mateerial and/or simulation
n
exercise
es or new operational
o
proceduress. This may be the ability to translaate training needs into
o
learning
g objectivess and finally into learnin
ng material.
Verb
Design

Definition
D
D
Design
cours
se material

Structurre

A
Arrange
in a logical seq uence

Test

Try out and modify
m
mate
erial

Validate
e

Establish the
e effectivene
ess

Examplle
Translatte learning oobjectives into
course material
m
andd resources
s.
Structurre accordingg to compettence
and required level oof complexiity
Test and
d evaluate nnew operational
procedu
ures before use.
Validate
e the effectivveness of
assessm
ments or exxams
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APPENDIX D

DEBRIEFING PROCESS

This appendix is a practical tool to be used in the debriefing of exercises.
Make the debriefing trainee-centred.
During the debriefing process, trainees (not the instructors) analyse and reflect on their
performance. This enhances the learning process. During the exercise itself trainees are very
busy processing information. During the debriefing they have the opportunity to reflect and
comment on their performance. Instructors facilitate this process and encourage trainees in their
analysis, without taking over the analysis. A trainee-centred approach not only stimulates
learning, but also improves the trainees’ ability to analyse, reflect on and evaluate their own
performance.
Instructors should restrict themselves to the learning objectives of the exercise. If an exercise
was unsatisfactory, the debriefing process should only focus on a few major points. In such a
case it is especially important to give positive feedback as well. Facilitation does not mean that
instructors cannot give their opinion.
Encourage the trainee to be active during the debriefing.
The logic behind this form of debriefing is that adults learn and retain information better when
they are active. Talking about their performance generally forces them to ‘relive’ the exercise
thus processing the exercise for a second time. When trainees listen passively to their
instructors their brain may have a lower activity mode. Furthermore this technique gives
trainees the opportunity to consider alternative solutions.
Encourage self-analysis.
In a debriefing, the objective for instructors is to lead the self-analysis. Trainees do most of the
talking and analysing. It is the responsibility of instructors to ensure that the trainees’ analysis is
correct. This may differ from the instructors’ opinion. During a good debriefing, trainees usually
will come up with a better solution.
The ability to analyse their own performance varies amongst trainees. When trainees fail to
make a good analysis, instructors should not take over. By asking questions they lead the
student towards a good analysis. The technique to enable this is described below.
The task of the instructor is to ask questions. The debriefing may start with the following
questions:
1) What went well?
2)

What could have gone better?

3)

How could you have done things differently?

4)

How would you improve your performance?

The instructor gives the student enough time to mention all relevant points.
What instructors do
•

complete missed learning goals

•

correct erroneous statements of the trainees

•

provide necessary information

•

give positive feedback
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•

encourage quiet trainees

•

provide all (including high-performing) trainees with sufficient time for their analysis

What instructors avoid
• making it an instructor-oriented session
•

analysing before the student has done so

•

giving the impression that the student is guided towards an answer. This will reduce
their motivation to self-analyse significantly

•

giving the impression that only the opinion of the instructor counts

•

interrupting the student

•

making it a cross-examination

Advantages of this method of debriefing
Trainees become accustomed to reflecting on and evaluating their performance.
Trainees will not only answer the ‘what‘ question but especially the ‘why’ question (more indepth analysis).Trainees may more easily apply what is learned.
Disadvantage of this method of debriefing
This method of debriefing can be more time consuming.
Example 1 - A good example
Trainee: I don’t know what went wrong. Did I see it too late?
Instructor: Did you see it too late?
Trainee: Well I saw it, but I thought he was going to starboard?
Instructor: Why did you think that?
Trainee: Well, I told him that, I assumed that he would do it?
Instructor: What would you do differently next time?
Trainee: Well I'd rather check whether he really is going to do it.
Example 1 - A bad example
Trainee: I don’t know what went wrong. Did I see it too late?
Instructor: Well I think so, next time check whether he really intends to go starboard.
Example 2 - A good example
Trainee: I thought it was going well in the traffic separation scheme.
Instructor: Yes? Why did it go well?
Example 2 - A bad example
Trainee: I thought it was going well in the traffic separation scheme.
Instructor: Yes, I agree. Next point then.
Example 3 - A bad example
Trainee: I think that it went well with that tanker. What do you think?
Instructor: Yes, I agree.
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Example 3 - A good example
Trainee: I think that it went well with that tanker. What do you think?
Instructor: Why do you think it went well?
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APPENDIX E

PRINCIPLES OF FEEDBACK

The aim of feedback is to influence someone’s behaviour. In order to be effective it is important
to understand the principles of feedback.
SENDER (the party giving feedback):
1)

Say what you actually observe, without judgements and without interpretations.

2)

Focus feedback on behaviour or performance, not on the person, their character or
physical characteristics. Restrict yourself to matters which the other person can change.

3)

Stay in the here and now: do not consider the past.

4)

Show that it is your opinion by your use of language (‘in my opinion.., I think...’)

5)

Address the person in question. Give feedback to people, not about people.

6)

Timing: is it a good time? Try to discuss these matters in private.

7)

Do not overload the receiver. Limit yourself to the most important issues.

8)

State the effect that the other person’s behaviour has on you. Generally that is enough,
and certainly better than giving the other person advice on what he or she should do.

9)

Directly after that, and only if necessary, give your evidence based judgement on what
the other person has done.

10)

Take the receiver into consideration: is what you are saying useful to them?

11)

Give positive feedback as well.

12)

Requested feedback is more welcome than non-requested.

13)

Always check whether the other person has understood your feedback.

RECEIVER (the party receiving feedback):
1)

See feedback as a chance to learn and not as criticism.

2)

Adopt an open listening attitude. Do not interrupt the other person and do not
immediately enter into a discussion or defend yourself.

3)

Ask for clarification of what you do not understand.

4)

Thank the feedback sender for their effort.

5)

Accepting feedback does not mean that you agree with it. You could have a different
point of view on your behaviour.

You are not obliged in any way to act on suggestions; in the end you decide whether or not you
want to change your behaviour.

Feedback is often given in response to behaviour that is experienced as negative. Feedback
which is not formulated as a demand, can be appreciated for what it is: information
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